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Who we are
and what we do
We chose to be a Consortium to utilise a much wider pool of
resources, skills and expertise than any one firm could ever offer.
The Consortium possesses a unique combination of skills, capacity and experience to support public sector
projects. We bring this unrivalled breadth and depth of capability and capacity, in a way no single law firm can.
We support clients through all stages of the project lifecycle.
With the Consortium you don’t just get the best lawyer from one firm but the best team of lawyers from all four
firms which enables the Consortium to structure large engagements in a way that enhances project delivery and
drives efficiency for you.
Four firms working as one to deliver a unique breadth and depth of expertise, people, scalable legal solutions
and specialist knowledge using an unrivalled range of specialist legal technologies (such as machine learning
and AI), that enables us to provide technology enabled legal solutions for you.
We can offer next generation legal services with lawyers who specialise in working for the public sector including
central Government, NHS Trusts, non departmental Government bodies, local authorities, charities, housing
associations and other not for profit bodies.
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Competition and State Aid
Our core competition lawyers cover the whole range of specialist advice on international, EU and national competition law,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Cartels
Abuse of a dominant market position
Merger control
State Aid
Sector inquiries

They work with a diverse range of clients, including: Governments, public bodies, large and small corporations and trade
associations throughout the world.
We can advise on competition issues in multiple sectors, including transport (air, rail, road and sea), commodities, construction,
energy, electronics, financial services/ banking, food and drink, health and safety, healthcare, information technology, insurance
and reinsurance, logistics, media and telecommunications, mining, pharmaceuticals, sports/entertainment.
Senior lawyers within our teams also have established excellent professional relations with competition authorities and
are consulted on draft legislation by international and national bodies including the European Commission.

CASE STUDIES
UK public body
We advised a prominent UK public body’s supply chain manager on the competition law aspects of its role. Our lawyers
provided advice to the client in connection with its customer and supplier relationships, which enabled the client to comply
with competition law and meet the demand for increased efficiency from the public body. The outcome was that the logistics
company achieved very significant savings for the and the public purse. UK public body, resulting in considerable benefit
both to consumers.

Local authority
Advising a local authority which published a local newspaper on a complaint by another local newspaper proprietor that the
authority’s newspaper unfairly competed with its own local newspaper partly due to alleged subsidies, contrary to the UK
competition rules.

A regulator
Advising a regulator on a complaint by an economic operator in a neighbouring sector against a regulated entity that the
regulated entity was abusing a dominant market position contrary to the UK competition rules.

Anthony Woolich

Costas Frangeskides

Eirini Roussou

M: 07793 440 112
E: anthony.woolich@hfw.com

M: 07812 192 627
E: costas.frangeskides@hfw.com

M: +32 (0) 2643 3410
E: eirini.roussou@hfw.com

Anthony specialises in competition
law including merger control and
restructuring, EU law, data protection/
privacy, public procurement, sanctions,
export control, anti-bribery and anticorruption, regulation, State aid,
commercial contracts, intellectual
property, information technology,
digital trade and communications.

Costas is a very experienced lawyer in
contentious insurance and reinsurance
matters, international arbitration and
commercial litigation. He has conducted
over 100 contentious commercial disputes,
whether in arbitration or litigation, often with
an international element. He is also a CEDR
qualified mediator.

Eirini is a Greek-qualified lawyer
(dikigoros), specialising in EU Regulatory,
EU Competition, State aid and Public
Procurement law and litigation. Eirini has a
long experience in international arbitration
and general litigation cases including
insurance and reinsurance disputes.

Partner
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Construction
We advise on the full range of construction and infrastructure projects, including:
•
•
•
•

Major energy and highways works
Regeneration schemes
Leisure and mixed-use developments
Multi-portfolio estates

Our team has long and varied experience of advising the public sector which means we understand its key concerns, such as:
• Constrained budgets
• Political pressures
• Multiple stakeholder requirements
We can therefore channel our expert advice accordingly.
We work with all standard construction forms and offer the full range of services, ranging from advice on detailed points of
law to strategic input on major construction projects. Our teams include specialist construction lawyers across the globe.

CASE STUDIES
Energy from waste facility
Our client required a state-of-the-art energy from waste facility, capable of meeting its long-term needs on a sustainable and
cost-efficient basis. The construction documentation was required to respond to these needs throughout the procurement,
construction and delivery phases.

Houses of Parliament
Advising the Houses of Parliament on the delivery structure for the multi-billion-pound Palace of Westminster. This has
involved the NEC3 form as well as bespoke construction agreements.

Police authority
We advised a local police authority with regard to the design and construction of an extension to the existing premises
including a new custody suite. The client required us to review and provide guidance on the NEC3 form of contract for the
car park and enabling elements as well as the JCT contract for the main contract works. Given the use of both NEC and JCT
contracts, our advice not only had to cover the specific terms of both, significantly different forms of contract.

Simon Franklin

Justin Mendelle

Rachel Murray-Smith

M: 07769 583 417
E: simon.franklin@howespercival.com

M: 07906 192 264
E: jmendelle@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07467 957957
E: rmurray-smith@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Simon specialises in all aspects
of non-contentious construction law
from strategic procurement advice to
dispute avoidance. The backbone of
Simon’s practice is the preparation and
negotiation of construction documentation,
including building contracts, professional
appointments, collateral warranties as well
as security documents such as bonds
and guarantees.

Justin is a construction law specialist, with
a firm grip on the ‘black letter’ law But, he
also understands that this is simply the
starting point and that what his clients
really value is his ability to understand their
drivers and objectives and ultimately, to
facilitate solutions which deliver these.

Rachel provides pragmatic, commercial
and solution-focused legal advice, with
an emphasis on proactive management
of legal and commercial risks. Rachel is
a member of the Society of Construction
Law and has extensive experience of
working across a range of construction
contracts. She has an in-depth knowledge
of the JCT, NEC3 and NEC4 standard
form contracts and advises clients
regularly with regarding their use,
and on the preparation of all ancillary
documentation.

Director
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Contracts
We have specialist contracts lawyers with the required technical knowledge of all aspects of contract law, extensive practical
experience of commercial and operational issues arising before and after contracts are signed, across a broad range of
Government contracts, including:
• Advising on, drafting and negotiating agreements relating to commercial activities including supply of goods and services,
outsourcing/contracting out of services, consumer contracts, strategic alliances, shared services arrangements, joint
ventures and grants
• Advising on rights and obligations post contract, on contract management issues such as changes, termination, and
transition between suppliers, contract restructuring including novations, assignments and changes in ownership
• Advising on public infrastructure regulation such as UK/EU regulation relating to energy, water, transport and
telecommunication industries necessary to support commercial transactions and/or arrangements
• We can also bring deep technological capability using advanced machine learning tools to digitise and process high
volume commercial contract reviews quickly and efficiently and use tools to help automate standard contract generation
and management to improve risk management, MI, efficiency and consistency

CASE STUDIES
Home Office
We helped our client remediate its supply chain contracts to comply with the GDPR, working with 70 contract managers
nationwide and 800 contracts with over 300 suppliers.
As part of the transition to “business as usual” support by the client’s in-house legal team, we provided a FAQs document
and our detailed 50+ page negotiation playbook, which we had developed and used during the project.
As a result of our input, the client completed its GDPR remediation work quickly and with a higher success rate than
comparable departments.

Renewable energy supplier
Our client required additional support on the negotiation of new contracts for the financing and purchase of 2nd-generation
smart meters, and with service providers for the installation and ongoing support and maintenance of those meters. As
a relatively small player in the energy market, the proposed counterparties were reluctant to negotiate their complex
standard form contracts.

Consumer goods company
A leading consumer goods company required contract drafting and negotiation support services across the UK, Central
Europe and Singapore. We provided support across a range of contract types and classes, including Framework Agreements,
Order Forms, SaaS Agreements, Amendments/Extensions NDAs, and data protection and information security schedules.
We engaged with the client on a per-contract basis and applied tiering systems determined by the specific complexity
and subject matter of the contract.

Julia Rudin

Jenny Chambers

Tamyn Hearne

M: 07584 706 569
E: jrudin@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07710 037 509
E: jenny.chambers@pwc.com

M: 07595 849 912
E: tamyn.x.hearne@pwc.com

Julia heads the ICT and Data team and
has over 27 years’ experience advising
public sector clients on the complex and
high-value projects. Julia has significant
experience of advising on PFI/PPP, IT,
outsourcing and shared services projects.

Jenny is a commercial contracts lawyer
with over 12 years’ experience advising
on a wide variety of commercial contracts.
She has experience providing a broad
range of commercial and strategic advice
to and drafting and negotiating a variety of
agreements for public and private sector
clients across numerous sectors.

Tamyn is a South African qualified
lawyer based in our Belfast office. She
has over 11 years of experience. Tamyn
leads on the design, implementation and
management of managed legal services.

Managing Partner
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Corporate
We have expert lawyers who advise on Government company structures and the sale of Government assets as well as the
management of Government trading companies. We can also help develop and provide strategies for procurement and
development of commercial opportunities for the public sector and NDPBs.
We bring an extensive wider corporate capability that covers the whole range of corporate legal services, including all
aspects of company law, public and private company transactions (including mergers & acquisitions and corporate finance),
share acquisitions, disposals, capitalisations, entity selection, venture capital advice and operating agreements. We can
provide company secretarial services and advise on all aspects of corporate governance, including directors’ duties,
securities and other related governance matters. We have dedicated solicitors working exclusively on restructuring
of ownership and complex and innovative legal structures and initiatives.
Our clients include listed and unlisted multinational organisations, quasi-government organisations in various sectors
including healthcare, technology, retail, financial services, media and pharmaceuticals. Specialists within our teams also
provide the above corporate legal services to local SMEs and start-up fast growing companies.
We regularly advise central and local Government on a wide range of corporate law matters from mergers and acquisitions,
corporate finance, corporate structuring for service delivery and corporate governance.

CASE STUDIES
Woking Borough Council

Department for Work and Pensions

Advised the Council on its acquisition of the shares in
the companies which owned Brookwood Cemetery, the
largest cemetery in Western Europe. Negotiated the share
transfer agreement, assisted in carrying out due diligence,
established new companies to take over the cemetery,
dealt with staff transfer and due diligence, and managed
the completion meeting.

Advised the Department for Work and Pensions/UK
Government Investments and the other selling shareholders
on the sale of the entire issued share capital of Working
Links (Employment) Limited to Aurelius Investments, a
German private equity fund.

Consortium Prospectus for Crown Commercial Service

Advised on the loan and security documentation
underpinning the measures brought in by the Loans
for Mortgage Interest Regulations 2017.
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Corporate continued
CASE STUDIES continued
Parliamentary Sponsor Body
Advised on the incorporation of the Restoration and
Renewal Delivery Authority Limited, a company limited
by guarantee that will deliver the restoration works to the
Houses of Parliament and across the Parliamentary Estate.

Gloucestershire County Council
Advised on the council’s £250m funding award from
the Housing Infrastructure Fund, administered by
Homes England on behalf of the Ministry for Housing,
Community and Local Government.

British Business Bank Future Fund
The Future Fund was announced by the Chancellor
on 20 April. One month later the British Business Bank
opened the £250m programme to applications providing
Government-backed loans worth between £125k and £5m
to innovative companies, as long as the money is at least
matched by private investors. The Future Fund aims to
protect those innovative companies with good potential
that will be essential in ensuring the UK retains its world
leading position in science, innovation and technology.
We helped support the design, build and ongoing
administration of the fund. This was a truly one firm effort,
including out legal and Operate managed solutions teams.
We were able to launch the Future Fund scheme within
15 days and facilitated the first payment to an applicant
within one month of the scheme launch.

The scheme to date has made investments of approximately
£650 million.
As a legal team we have been involved in the Future Fund
scheme from the start, including:
• Assisting in its initial design, including internal advice
on public and procurement law issues arising from the
establishment and structuring of the scheme.
• Preparing or assisting in the preparation of the
documentation governing the scheme.
• Assisting in the preparation of the playbooks for the
staff administering the scheme.
• Ongoing participation in the running of the scheme
including amendments to the scheme rules and
documentation, participation in daily case clinics and
dealing with ad-hoc legal queries escalated from the
scheme operational staff.
Shanika Amarasekara, General Counsel at the British
Business Bank and lead on the Future Fund said:
“We’ve been impressed with how the… team worked
together with us to design and launch the Future Fund
economic response scheme. From an announcement by
the Chancellor on 20 April to the Future Fund launch on
20 May, followed by funding released to companies that
needed it on 16 June, was a tremendous effort by everyone
involved. It demonstrates that a shared sense of purpose
and collaborative working culture can deliver great things.”

Thomas Colmer

Edward Lee

Peter Collins

M: 07843 333 957
E: thomas.colmer@pwc.com

M: 07850 255 907
E: edward.lee@howespercival.com

M: 07957 471 403
E: pcollins@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Thomas has over 20 years of experience
advising on corporate transactional
work. He is recommended in Legal500:
‘Thomas Colmer gives very practical
advice – he’s transparent, responsive
and has great attention to detail’.

Edward’s primary practice is M&A, but he
also has considerable experience in other
corporate transactions and documents.
He undertakes significant large and
complicated cross-border transactions
and is very experienced in deals involving
SaaS and not for profit businesses.

Peter advises public and private
sector clients on corporate finance
and company law matters, specialising
in particular in the creation of corporate
delivery structures.

Director

Consortium Prospectus for Crown Commercial Service
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Dispute Resolution
Our disputes specialists include solicitors, lawyers qualified in foreign jurisdictions and barristers who together cover a
broad range of Alternative Dispute Resolution procedures, including mediation and adjudication. Their expertise extends
to early and strategic advice on disputes, including contractual resolution procedures, and leverages deep forensic
technology and AI machine learning tools to rapidly locate, process, and review all documentation.
We handle post-transactional disputes including misconceived outsourcing agreements that are not
fit for purpose. For those reliant on business partners we can also pursue and defend a wide range
of contractual disputes to manage under-performance, exit bad relationships or expose fraud. For
those clients who have suffered the impact of poor external support, we have significant
experience in professional negligence matters.
Our team assists with compliance and investigations, including matters
such as corruption, fraud, money laundering and modern slavery. We
provide compliance advice, training and risk assessments, and conduct
external investigations, under legal professional privilege where possible.
Our specialist construction dispute lawyers are recognised in national
legal directories as having an outstanding track record in helping public
sector bodies to mitigate and/or settle construction contract disputes.

CASE STUDIES
NHS Trust

Central Government

We advised on disputes under the Trust’s PFI construction
and maintenance agreement with the SPV Project Co, and
through them, the facilities management contractor. Claims
are being made both by the FM Contractor against the
Trust, and by the Trust against the Contractor, and relate to
both complex questions of contractual interpretation under
relational contracts, and important safety-related issues.
We are advising the Trust on the strength of its position
and giving the Trust strategic advice in the management of
the claims and in gathering evidence to support the claims.
Given the long-term nature of the PFI contract, these
disputes are of great importance to the client. The amount
currently in dispute is around £20m, but because the PFI
Contract runs for a further 20+ years, the effect of binding
decisions in these matters is likely to be far-reaching.

We are advising on an adjudication under the GC/Works
form of contract in respect of a professional negligence
claim, and advising on settlement of main contract final
account (PPC form).

Financial services
We advised on a long-term engagement to assist a
large-scale remediation review governed by a regulator
in the financial services sector, using legal expertise to
augment non-legal.

Satnam Chayra

David Owens

Agnes Quashie

M: 07747 011 190
E: satnam.chayra@howespercival.com

M: 07854 706 587
E: dowens@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07764 235 495
E: agnes.quashie@pwc.com

Satnam has a formidable reputation for
her no-nonsense, direct and commercial
approach, with the Legal 500 directory
describing her as “very bright” and “able
to think outside the box”.

David is a specialist construction disputes
lawyer, with over 15 years’ experience.
His clients include public bodies and
contractors of all sizes.

Agnes heads PwC’s Regulatory and
Commercial Disputes legal team. Agnes
has over 20 years’ legal experience
leading large, complex investigations
involving fraud, corruption, sanctions,
asset tracing and asset recovery issues
spanning many jurisdictions.

Partner
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Employment
Recognised by the Legal 500 as HR Firm of the Year in 2017 and 2019, PwC’s employment team provides a full-service
employment law service, working as part of a multi-disciplinary team with other specialists, including reward experts, global
mobility professionals, and HR consultants.
It is vital to understand the rapidly developing employment law landscape and manage associated people-related risks.
We have extensive experience of dealing with some of the most complex employment law issues faced by the public sector
today, both in the UK and overseas. We offer market-leading expertise in a variety of areas including pay equality and
diversity, employment tribunal and high court litigation, complex investigations and TUPE.
We have a wealth of experience supporting public and private sector employers and aligning with their commercial and
people strategies. Our public sector clients include Government departments, regulators and other executive agencies,
statutory corporations, NHS Trusts, housing associations and universities. With outsourced services, maintaining an
engaged and motivated workforce is critical to the provision of high-quality public services. We provide a unique advice
and implementation service to help achieve this goal.
We also work closely with our market-leading of HR consultants so that we can ensure employee transfers (or other
employee changes) are implemented as seamlessly as possible.

CASE STUDIES
A public sector regulator
We are the sole employment law and HR compliance advisors for this client and provide unlimited HR legal assistance. We
undertake discipline and grievance investigations on their behalf and assist with all staff changes. We are assisting on the
litigation process for several tribunal claims. We work as part of a multi-disciplinary team of advisors including pensions,
tax, reward, HR consultants and incentive specialists. We have supported on key ‘business as usual’ HR processes, such
as grievances, sickness, disciplinary matters and maternity related matters.

Employment Tribunal
We advised our client in its defence of an Employment Tribunal claim for unfair dismissal and disability discrimination
brought by a former employee. The claimant had been dismissed as a consequence of her level of non-attendance and
following the receipt of medical advice confirming the claimant’s inability to return to work. The matter involved issues of
a sensitive nature given the reasons for the claimant’s absence. The claimant failed to comply with directions issued in the
claim and asserted that her condition prevented her from doing so. At a preliminary stage of the proceedings and following
a detailed request for further and better particulars, we were able to secure an Unless Order from the Tribunal requiring
the claimant to provide sufficient details of her claim. The claim was subsequently dismissed saving our client a significant
amount in terms of time and costs.

Consortium Prospectus for Crown Commercial Service
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Employment continued
CASE STUDIES continued
Public sector TUPE

HR support

We advised a further education college in relation to
a significant project involving the retendering process
for the Ministry of Justice contracts for the provision of
offender learning to prisons in the UK (OLASS). Our client
has successfully reached the second phase (out of three).
Our advice included training the client’s HR team on TUPE,
provision of advice and assistance in relation to TUPE and
pensions, advising on the proposed MoJ contracts, and
advice on TUPE consultations.

Employment law is complex and constantly changing.
Keeping up and managing your employees in a legally
compliant way can be expensive and time consuming.
Our HR Support service helps you manage the costs
and minimise people-related risks. We can provide you
with unlimited HR support at a discounted fixed fee to
manage your staff and ensure legal compliance through
recruitment, selection and day-to-day business activities
in relation to staff (e.g. management of holidays, sickness,
family leave, performance etc). Working closely with your
HR team, we provide you with ongoing advice on all
your HR and employment law issues via telephone and
email as and when required; drafting of all necessary HR
and employment law documentation required for your
employees on an ongoing basis; unlimited advice on how
to remain compliant with UK employment law at all times;
and management of any grievance, performance, absence
or disciplinary matters notified to us by you.

TUPE transfers
Management of people issues is critical to a successful
outsourcing transaction. We can support you through each
stage of the transaction. When planning the transaction,
we assist in defining transfer principles and employee
transition plan, reviewing the target operating model and
potential negotiations with unions and pension scheme
trustees. As the procurement process progresses, we
conduct due diligence of the transferring workforce,
including reviewing pension costs and employment
contracts to understand any impacts for receiving
employers. As the service transitions, we advise on
consultation requirements to ensure TUPE compliance.

We recognise the importance of building relationships
between our lawyers and our clients. This is why we offer
all HR Support clients a dedicated team of lawyers so that
we can get to know them and respond effectively to their
challenges and needs.

Laura Nadel

Tilly Harries

Simon deMaid

Julie Bann

M: 07725 068 104
E: laura.nadel@pwc.com

M: 07718 339 386
E: tilly.harries@pwc.com

M: 07967 720 075
E: jbann@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Described as a ‘gifted
employment lawyer’ in Legal
500 2019, Laura leads PwC’s
employment law business
in the North.

Tilly Harries has 15 years’
experience advising on
employment matters and
litigating employment disputes.
She received a ‘Women in Law
Award’ in 2018 and 2019 from
Lawyer Monthly recognising
her contribution.

M: 07983 176 684
E: simon.demaid@
howespercival.com

Director

Director
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Simon’s proactive approach
is creative, commercial
and pragmatic (and also
preventative where possible!).

Partner

Julie is a proactive employment
law specialist with over
15 years’ experience advising
on contentious and noncontentious employment law.
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Environmental
Our environmental lawyers advise clients on environmental risk management during the whole life cycle of their business
activities. They provide market-focused advice on day-to-day operations, transactions, litigation and major projects, focused
on the key sectors of manufacturing, waste management services, construction and energy.
Our team provides environmental and sustainability legal risk management guidance on:
• Product regulation (including chemicals) and labelling requirements, particularly relating to movements of goods into and
out of the European Union
• Contaminated land, surface and groundwater discharges and permitting, waste management and air emissions, during
day-to-day operations
• Carbon reporting and carbon trading – where the drive for net-zero carbon emissions and accurate and legally compliant
reporting is a key area for our clients
• Transactional risk management – environmental issues on purchase or sale of businesses or land, change of use and
development
• Defence of litigation for waste or water discharges in breach of permits, or otherwise in breach of the law, as well as
defence of nuisance claims for odour, dust and noise issues
• Interaction with regulators, during ongoing operations and in relation to threatened enforcement

CASE STUDIES
Environmental impact assessments

Waste composting plant

Our planning team frequently advise on environmental
issues in the context of significant planning schemes.
This includes advising the Department for Transport on
environmental impact assessment and habitats points
arising on development consent order applications for
nationally significant infrastructure projects, and also
advising promoters of and objectors on EIA and habitats
on major planning proposals (see the planning and public
law sections for more detail).

We advised the owners of an essential waste composting
plant whose aim was to keep operating. In doing so, we
adopted a two-pronged approach: reduce complaints and,
in that context, convince the regulators that there was
no breach of the environmental permit or any statutory
nuisance due to odour emission. This work included liaison
with the regulators and local liaison group. We achieved a
reduction in complaints. It appeared that rumours of the site
taking in certain types of food and animal by-product waste
had galvanised objections. Visits to the site were arranged
and the regulators agreed a means of reporting which
reduced pressure on management. The site remains open.

Georgie Messent

Alan Millband

Jay Mehta

M: 07870 598098
E: georgie.messent@pwc.com

M: 07920 799 703
E: alan.millband@howespercival.com

M: 07747 708 263
E: jay.mehta@howespercival.com

Georgie has been a specialist in the area
of environmental law and sustainability
for nearly 25 years and is recognised in
Chambers & Partners Legal Directory,
Legal 500 and the International Who’s
Who of Environmental Lawyers as one of
the UK’s leading environmental lawyers.

For over 25 years, Alan has advised,
assisted and represented clients in
contentious environmental matters,
including water pollution and waste,
with extensive experience in respect of
packaging waste and animal by-products
cases. He provides advice, assistance and
representation in environmental authority
and water-supplier investigations and
enforcement action.

Jay specialises in all aspects of planning
and environmental law. Jay regularly
advises his clients on environmental issues
in the context of new developments.

Partner
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EU Law
The UK left the EU on 31 January 2020 and exited the transition period on 31 December 2020. With the shape of the
future relationship remaining unclear at the start of December 2020, significant uncertainty exists about the UK’s future
legal regime. However, it seems likely that EU law will remain important for many years to come with the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2019 retaining in the UK EU law as it stands on 31 December, with some exceptions.
Our lawyers have extensive experience advising on EU law matters covering a diverse range of topics, including public
procurement, State Aid, data protection and consumer safety regulations. They have experience of damages actions, debt
recovery and public procurement litigation proceedings before the European and national courts. We also represent clients
in standalone private litigation, in which they are able to take advantage of our unique combination of EU law and litigation
experience, either to provide specialist advice and opinions, or to manage the dispute as a whole. Our extensive experience
in representing parties under investigation and includes HFW winning the World ECR Export Control (Europe) Law Firm of
the Year 2017 and World ECR Sanctions (Europe) Law Firm of the Year 2017.

CASE STUDIES
Gloucester County Council

Research organisation

We advised the Council on State Aid compliance in the use
of £218 million of Housing Infrastructure Forward Funding
to carry out highway infrastructure works that will unlock
c.9,000 units of new housing. In addition to advising on
State Aid issues, we advised on the Grant Determination
Agreement terms and conditions and negotiated
commercial and legal issues with Highways England
and their legal advisors.

Members of our State Aid team advised a research
organisation in a £100 million project to construct research
and development infrastructure that will primarily be used
for the discovery of new medication for the treatment
of cancer.

Hertfordshire LEP
We advised the Local Enterprise Partnership on State aid
compliance of a wide variety of infrastructure, education
and innovation projects and on applicable exemptions
under the General Block Exemption Regulation. We also
advised the Hertfordshire LEP on the Grant Agreement
terms and conditions, dealt with negotiations from grant
recipients’ legal advisers and assisted with the required
notifications under the SANI system.

Department for Education
We advised the Department for Education on State aid
issues on a number of topics regarding Teaching School
Hub, Early Career Framework, National Professional
Qualification and Initial Teacher Training.

Anthony Woolich

Costas Frangeskides

Eirini Roussou

M: 07793 440 112
E: anthony.woolich@hfw.com

M: 07812 192627
E: costas.frangeskides@hfw.com

M: +32 (0) 2643 3410
E: eirini.roussou@hfw.com

Anthony specialises in competition
law including merger control and
restructuring, EU law, data protection/
privacy, public procurement, sanctions,
export control, anti-bribery and anticorruption, regulation, State aid,
commercial contracts, intellectual
property, information technology,
digital trade and communications.

Costas is a very experienced lawyer in
contentious insurance and reinsurance
matters, international arbitration and
commercial litigation. He has conducted
over 100 contentious commercial disputes,
whether in arbitration or litigation, often with
an international element. He is also a CEDR
qualified mediator.

Eirini is a Greek-qualified lawyer
(dikigoros), specialising in EU Regulatory,
EU Competition, State aid and Public
Procurement law and litigation. Eirini
has a long experience in international
arbitration and general litigation cases
including insurance and reinsurance
disputes.

Partner
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Information Law (including Data Protection)
Data is transforming Government engagement with the public through the development of new digital services. With
that opportunity, however, comes considerable challenges. We provide business-critical support on data protection,
privacy, confidentiality and security matters to businesses, Governments and public authorities all over the world
to meet those challenges.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) introduced the largest change to data protection legislation
in a generation. Organisations have further to go to fully embed data protection into their practices.
We can help you to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop strategies and governance models to optimise your data use whilst remaining compliant
Review and assess your data protection activities to help you understand strengths and weaknesses
Build data protection into your core business strategies and vision
Develop and manage compliance projects, business transformation and innovation
Provide specialist advice and support by acting as an extension to your data protection office
Provide cyber and data security incident response and breach disclosure support

We have one of the largest specialist data protection teams with a global reach and
reputation. We have also built a leading reputation for contentious work and have
experience of some of the most significant cyber breaches, court cases and
regulatory challenges in cyber security and data protection.

CASE STUDIES
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
We advised the FCA, in the lead-up to the GDPR and Data Protection Act 2018 coming into force, on its record of processing
activities. This involved providing support on-site, working with the FCA to analyse data flows across the organisation
and determine the lawful bases of processing. We also supported the FCA with updating the data protection provisions in
contracts. Following GDPR coming into force, we provided a paralegal secondment to the FCA to support the data protection
team with an increase in subject access requests and one of our partners acted as deputy DPO to the FCA.

Houses of Parliament
Advising Restoration and Renewal Sponsor Body and Delivery Authority on forming a data sharing agreement for the
restoration and renewal programme for the Houses of Parliament, an important infrastructure project. The data-sharing
agreement, in place between the authorities involved in the programme, covers the sharing of personal data and wider
information governance matters including archiving.

Public body readiness assessment
We considered a “top down” review of their data protection position with a view to transition to the GDPR in May 2018. We
assessed the organisation against every aspect of the GDPR and highlighted the areas of strength and of weakness. We also
highlighted the areas in which it is not ready for the GDPR and also benchmarked them against the UK market and against
others in their specific business sector (on the basis of their proprietary GDPR benchmarking data).
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Information Law (including Data Protection) continued
CASE STUDIES continued
GDPR Completeness Assessment Tool
(the CAT)

Breach Readiness Assessment Tool
(the BRAT)

The CAT is an ‘Intelligent Questionnaire’ which asks
a series of up to 72 questions in a two-hour workshop
to assess the maturity of your organisation’s existing
approach to data protection against the requirements
of the GDPR. Our maturity matrix is built upon two pillars,
‘Privacy Architecture’ and ‘Privacy Principles’. The set of
questions have been developed to align with the criteria
in the two pillars.

The BRAT is an ‘Intelligent Questionnaire’ which asks in
excess of 50 questions in a two-hour workshop to assess
the readiness of your organisation’s existing approach
to deal with a personal data breach and the notification
regime introduced by the GDPR.

You will receive a comprehensive tailored report
which provides organisations with full visibility of their
maturity against the GDPR requirements, reveals gaps
in compliance and provides a risk-based approach for
prioritising compliance work and resources.
The tool is designed to be repeatable which allows
organisations to compare their scores over different
business functions, territories and over time to assess
continued improvement. It can also be used for
benchmarking against other similar organisations.

The BRAT questions are mapped to Articles and Recitals
of the GDPR, industry standards and guidance, regulatory
risk issues and decisions in court cases. Individuals select
from four predefined answers. The tool is designed to be
repeatable which allows organisations to compare their
scores over different territories and over time to assess
continued improvement.
The BRAT gives you a rapid insight into your readiness
for handling breach notification using RAG-rated heat
maps that help you to immediately visualise your strengths
and weaknesses. You will get a report with findings and
recommendations to support you to develop a targeted
and prioritised road map for further improvements to
your personal data breach framework.

Polly Ralph

James Howarth

Charlotte Smith

M: 07483 332 567
E: polly.ralph@pwc.com

M: 07555 105 650
E: james.howarth@howespercival.com

M: 07557 512 924
E: csmith@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Polly has over 15 years’ experience
specialising in data protection and has
advised world-leading brands on data
protection strategy and compliance. She
holds the International Association of
Privacy Professionals’ CIPP/E and CIPPM
certificates, and is a Fellow of Information
Privacy. Polly is recommended is the 2020
Legal 500 for data privacy legal advice.

James has been involved in various
contentious data protection matters
over the years, including a High Court
trial, litigation for personal damages and
rectification against a local authority and
advising a regulatory body on a potential
breach of highly sensitive personal
data. James has handled various SAR
applications (bringing and responding).

Charlotte regularly advises public sector
bodies and understands the particular
data protection issues that affect them.

Director
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Information Technology
We hand-picked our colleagues from London’s top IT legal practices, including NOA’s Advisor of the Year. They lead
or participate in many pan-industry initiatives including the National Outsourcing Association, ItechLaw & the Society
for Computers & Law. We can provide advice on all aspects of information technology law including IT and telecoms
procurement and contracting, including disaggregation; design, development, maintenance and support contracts;
re-structuring of contracts and/or services; exit and migration/transition; and hardware purchasing, software licensing
and software-as-a-service agreements, managed services, E-commerce, cloud based services, convergent technologies
and the internet.
Our specialist technology lawyers provide a combination of people and technology-led solutions to meet customer needs
with a deep technical experience and understanding of the issues drawing on experience having advised both customers
and major suppliers in relation to IT contracts and issues. We also have extensive experience in advising central Government
departments, security and emergency services on all manner of IT and telecoms procurement including the creation
of IPR and commercial opportunities arising therefrom. We are experienced with the main Government contracts and
purchasing models, including G-cloud, the Model Services Contract and the New Public Sector Contract and their use
in multi-sourced environments.

CASE STUDIES
Ministry of Justice
We advised the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) on its Future IT Sourcing Programme (FITS) and Technology Transformation
Programme (TTP), valued at c.£800m, implementing digital infrastructure (including data centres, hosting, networks, security,
end user devices and applications) across MoJ’s key estates (courts, probation, prisons) and transforming the technology
provided to those estates. The programmes consisted of the disaggregation of its legacy IT contracts into eight contracts
delivered under a Systems Integration and Management (SIAM) service tower model, that were procured simultaneously.

Essex Police
We advised Essex Police on their Data Analytics for Everyone Project. The force procured a web-based business intelligence
(AI) and big data analytics cloud-based platform and application, to mainstream data analytics across the force. The key aim is
to allow police officers and staff to use data to help them improve their performance and to provide insights into threats, risks
and harm, which can be easily visually presented to look at trends and anomalies.

Department for Education
We advised the Department for Education on the procurement of a software as a service (SaaS) contract for its programme to
undertake conditions surveys at all schools in England, using the restricted procedure and the CCS Model Services Contract.

Juan Crosby

Jonathan Nugent

Gemma Townley

Hannah Steggles

M: 07718 979 744
E: juan.crosby@pwc.com

M: 07595 849 912
E: jonathan.nugent@pwc.com

Juan is recognised as an
expert in the field and has
been the recipient of a
number of industry awards
and nominations.

Jonathan specialises in
commercial contracts and
legal issues relating to
information technology and
outsourcing. He has over 20
years’ experience advising on
complex outsourcing and IT
agreements.

M: 07799 900 939
E: gtownley@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07747 020 716
E: hannah.steggles@
howespercival.com

Gemma is a procurement and
technology law expert, who
specialises in public sector
IT projects.

Hannah is a partner
undertaking both contentious
and non-contentious IT work
with extensive experience
in IT disputes.

Partner

Senior Solicitor
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Intellectual Property
Intellectual property is a valuable but under-exploited asset in the public sector. New technologies make the role of IP
in the provision of Government services more critical than ever through protecting Government-funded innovation and
a potential source of income from commercialisation. We have strong experience in ensuring that Government can
continue to use and exploit the intellectual property developed on its behalf by contractors.
Our experience covers a wide range of IP services across both soft and hard IP. We particularly specialise in:
• IP licensing
• Rationalisation and commercialisation
• R&D and collaboration agreements
• IP acquisitions and disposals
• IP audits and risk reviews (testing controls around IP)
We advise on developing IP strategies, IP spin outs, IP disputes and IP protection, and have significant experience
undertaking complex ownership reviews, devising new and innovative commercialisation structures. We also work
alongside non-legal IP specialists, who add significant expertise to our IP law projects (e.g. valuation experts
assisting with pricing on licences and assignments).

CASE STUDIES
Parliament
Advising the UK Parliament on its intellectual property rights; notably the effect of Parliamentary copyright and their
opportunity for suitable trademarking in relation to specific parliamentary bodies and discrete projects.

Public body
A public body engaged contractor to provide a key public service, and to develop new branding for that service. We
developed a clear contractual framework for the development and ongoing management of the brand that provided the
public body with adequate control of the process, plus ensured that the brand and brand materials were available for
licensing to any replacement contractor appointed to provide the service.
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Intellectual Property continued
CASE STUDIES continued
Government trading fund

Rationalisation and commercialisation

Assisting a Government trading fund to exploit its
technology, brand and expertise as part of a wider markets
initiative. In addition to helping the client to devise and
document its business plan, we undertook a review of the
range of intangible assets, typical ownership processes and
patterns and the policies in place for both protecting and
exploiting intellectual property.

With budgets under pressure, public sector bodies are
coming under increasing pressure to generate income
through commercialisation of their existing IP assets.

Cambridge County Council
Advising on its intellectual property position having
developed computer software in collaboration with an
external provider. The Council required advice on all
composite parts of the integrated software, including
the software object and source code, design features,
integrated mechanisms and associated design. We are now
in the process of guiding the Council through the necessary
documentation and registrations required as part of the
wider launching of the software to the general public.

We offer a rationalisation and commercialisation service
to help drive that process. We initially identify all IP
developed and owned, mapping ownership to identify
any title issues. With this knowledge, we work with you to
identify what new or under-used IP is potentially suitable
for commercialisation, along with business processes for
developing, protecting, commercialising and enforcing
existing and future IP.
With potential partners identified, we will help you
construct and negotiate deals with those partners and
licensors, including all relevant documentation, such as
licences, franchises and R&D agreements.

Latika Sharma

Matthew Talbot

Ryan Copeland

M: 07710 178 381
E: latika.sharma@pwc.com

M: 07748 247 514
E: matthew.talbot@howespercival.com

T: 020 7405 4600
E: rcopeland@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Latika Sharma leads the PwC LLP
Intellectual Property legal practice and
is recognised as a leader in the field
by Legal 500 and Chambers.

Matthew specialises in all areas of UK
and European Intellectual Property law,
particularly contentious matters. He has
appeared before the English Courts, the
European Court of Justice and the UK
and European Patent Offices.

Ryan regularly advises on a number of
impressive intellectual property matters
across a wide range of clients and
disciplines.

Director
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Litigation
Our litigation specialists have skills which cover a broad range of civil and criminal litigation. We offer early and strategic
advice on disputes, including ensuring that alternative dispute resolution is explored before initiating Court proceedings.
We have specialist litigation solicitors, barristers and registered lawyers qualified in other jurisdictions.
We are able to handle all manner of post-transactional disputes including misconceived outsourcing agreements that are
not fit for purpose as well as assistance in the residual transactional risks to avoid further disputes and challenges to public
procurement processes. For those reliant on business partners (e.g. supply, distribution, joint venture partnerships), we can
pursue and defend a wide range of contractual disputes to manage under-performance, exit bad relationships or expose fraud.
For those clients who have suffered the impact of poor external support, our consortium specialists have significant experience
in professional negligence matters relating to a range of disciplines, including legal, tax and accounting. In addition, our
consortium has disputes specialists in the insurance and reinsurance sector with experience in high-value international
dispute resolution. Our clients include public sector bodies, corporates, high net worth individuals and partnerships.
Clients do not always want to be involved in disputes. Where proceedings are inevitable, we work to limit costs and bring
a successful outcome, whatever objectives a client may have. We provide focused and pragmatic advice at all stages
of the process.

CASE STUDIES
Royal Borough of Kingston

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

We acted for the Royal Borough of Kingston under
instruction by the Local Government Association in
a case before the Court of Appeal challenging earlier
jurisprudence that arrangements for local authorities to
collect water rates from their social housing tenants on
behalf of water companies made the local authorities ‘water
resellers’ and subject to statutory caps on recovery limits.
The case is supported by 25+ other local authorities as well.

Advising in the case of Ocean Outdoor UK Limited v LB
of Hammersmith and Fulham [2019] EWCA Civ 1642 in
the Court of Appeal and below successfully defending a
procurement challenge. This was the first case to consider
the Concession Contracts Regulations 2016 in detail.

Derby City Council
We advised Derby City Council and 48 other local
authorities through the Local Government Association
in defence of a claim for very substantial sums of money
claimed by 20 NHS Trusts involving national non-domestic
rates. The Council were successful in the High Court, but
the NHS Trusts now have appealed to the Court of Appeal.

Sevenoaks District Council
Advised Sevenoaks District Council in the Judicial Review
of a the decision of an Inspector who was appointed by the
Secretary of State to examine the Sevenoaks District Local
Plan, in which it was decided that the Council had failed to
comply with the Duty to Cooperate as set out in s.33A of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Agnes Quashie

Dipti Hunter

Geraint Davies

William Rose

M: 07764 235495
E: agnes.quashie@pwc.com

M: 07841 803679
E: dipti.hunter@pwc.com

M: 07799 900961
E: wrose@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Agnes heads PwC’s
Regulatory and Commercial
Disputes legal team. She
has over 20 years’ legal
experience leading large,
complex investigations
involving fraud, corruption,
sanctions, asset tracing
and asset recovery issues
spanning many jurisdictions.

Dipti has over 20 years’
commercial litigation
experience. Dipti is a former
vice-chair of the Commercial
Litigation Association and
a current member of the
Commercial Fraud Lawyers
Association.

M: 07799 863389
E: geraint.davies@
howespercival.com

Partner

Senior Solicitor
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Geraint has over 20 years’
experience in high-value
commercial and property
litigation disputes. Geraint is
recognised by the Legal 500
as a leading individual in
commercial litigation.

Partner, Privy Council Agent

William is a specialist in
dispute resolution and
conducts commercial
litigation for private clients,
and a considerable number
of local authorities.
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Non-complex Finance
We offer a range of legal services in this area, encompassing banking and finance and financial regulation. The team
has considerable experience in drafting and negotiating LMA and bespoke finance documentation, covering bilateral,
syndicated and club transactions. Real estate finance is another particular focus of the team so they regularly advise on
a range of bilateral and syndicated loans for investment property portfolios as well as development finance and capex
facilities. They also advise on sub-participated debt, mezzanine loans and distressed debt.
The team has a strong understanding of the mid-market leveraged sector and related syndicated financing products,
e.g. term sheets, syndicate mandate documents, asset-backed loans, second lien loans, mezzanine loans, bridging loans,
bank-bond facilities (including super senior RCFs and complex intercreditor arrangements). Our team also has experience of
advising on general corporate facilities including term loans, overdrafts, invoice financing and debt factoring arrangements
as well as other asset based lending products.
Our financial services lawyers advise on all legal aspects of the financial services industry, including both corporate and
regulatory matters. We advise clients on a number of different areas of corporate law. We understand financial services
products and complex arrangements. We help our clients to resolve complex structuring problems, such as streamlining
or eliminating entities, businesses, assets or intercompany arrangements from their groups. We are also skilled in using
specialist restructuring techniques to achieve cross border transfers and mergers.

CASE STUDIES
Novel trade finance securitisation
We advised on the establishment of one of the first securitisations of both existing and future trade finance receivables. The
securitisation structure will enable Luxembourg-based asset manager Synthesis to access the capital markets (including retail
investors) through a medium-term note (MTN) programme established by three special purpose issuers, in order to provide
trade finance to the commodities market.

Local authority
We acted for the in-house commercial division of a local authority in relation to the acquisition of a large site from the Ministry
of Defence to be developed with affordable housing and the complex £24,400,000 financing to fund the transaction. We
continue to advise leading higher educational institutions in relation to a number of secured financial facilities.

Leicester County Cricket Club
We advised the Club in respect of secured loan facilities from Leicester City Council. In addition to negotiating the loan
facilities with the Council, we were required to negotiate intercreditor arrangements with other secured lenders and ensure
that the arrangements were approved by the England and Wales Cricket Board.
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Non-complex Finance continued
CASE STUDIES continued
Regional college
We advised a prominent regional college in respect of £11,500,000 of working capital facilities provided by UK clearing banks
and the Secretary of State for Education.

Government body
Advising on the potential sale of a loan book including with reference to consumer credit and regulation of financial services.

British Business Bank
The Future Fund was announced by the Chancellor on 20 April. One month later the British Business Bank opened
the £250m programme to applications providing Government-backed loans worth between £125k and £5m to innovative
companies, as long as the money is at least matched by private investors. The Future Fund aims to protect those innovative
companies with good potential that will be essential in ensuring the UK retains its world leading position in science,
innovation and technology. We helped support the design, build and ongoing administration of the fund. This was a truly
one firm effort, including out legal and Operate managed solutions teams. We were able to launch the Future Fund scheme
within 15 days and facilitated the first payment to an applicant within one month of the scheme launch. The scheme to date
has made investments of approximately £650 million. As a legal team we have been involved in the Future Fund scheme
from the start, including assisting in its initial design, including internal advice on public and procurement law issues
arising from the establishment and structuring of the scheme:
• Preparing or assisting in the preparation of the documentation governing the scheme
• Assisting in the preparation of the playbooks for the staff administering the scheme
• Ongoing participation in the running of the scheme including amendments to the scheme rules and documentation,
participation in daily case clinics and dealing with ad-hoc legal queries escalated from the scheme operational staff.
Shanika Amarasekara, General Counsel at the British Business Bank and lead on the Future Fund said: “We’ve been
impressed with how [the team] worked together with us to design and launch the Future Fund economic response scheme.
From an announcement by the Chancellor on 20 April to the Future Fund launch on 20 May, followed by funding released
to companies that needed it on 16 June, was a tremendous effort by everyone involved. It demonstrates that a shared
sense of purpose and collaborative working culture can deliver great things.”

Annalie Croney

Kevin King

Elinor Dautlich

M: 07590 353 745
E: annalie.croney@pwc.com

M: 07483 172 698
E: kevin.m.king@pwc.com

T: 020 7264 8493
E: elinor.dautlich@hfw.com

Annalie specialises in real estate finance,
advising on development, acquisition
and investment facilities across all
asset classes.

Kevin has extensive experience advising
large multinational financial services clients
and other organisations on cross-border,
complex structuring, compliance and
corporate transformational projects.

Elinor advises on ship and aviation
finance, leasing, seller’s credits and other
forms of capital raising. She is Co-Chair of
the International Bar Association’s (IBA)
Maritime and Transport Law Committee.
She is the first woman to be appointed in
the position of Chair of this Committee.

Partner
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Outsourcing
We can offer some of the leading advisors in the market for helping clients to procure IT systems and outsourcing business
processes and we have a very strong our legal capability in this area. Our team has expert lawyers with in-depth knowledge
and experience of advising on and negotiating major outsourcing transactions for international customers and suppliers.
We provide exceptional client service and practical, commercial legal advice. We know the industry, service providers and
how to identify and resolve issues quickly, reducing deal time and transaction costs to bring forward ROI and savings,
ensuring strong contractual rights & remedies. We lead/participate in pan-industry initiatives including the National
Outsourcing Association, ItechLaw & the Society for Computers & the Law.
We provide: advice on all aspects of outsourcing arrangements, including first and subsequent generation transactions,
renegotiations, variations and re-alignment, and insourcing; expertise across sectors, industries and models including large
scale transformation projects, multi-vendor ecosystems, SIAM & Tower IT models, BPOs, finance & accounting, HR and
F&M outsourcings; experience in advising on FS regulation and ‘material outsourcing’ rules; and a deep understanding
of outsourcing arrangements and issues, including how best to structure global arrangements and issues e.g. liability,
remedies and pricing mechanisms to drive better outcomes, collaboration and in-life supplier performance.

CASE STUDIES
IT and HR services

Major global energy company

Supported in undertaking a major Workday implementation
and HR business process outsourcing project across its
global operations. This involved a complex, staggered
implementation across 43 countries for the operating
platform and the transition of all HR services.

Assisting to create a legal structure to underpin a
global shared services structure for the outsourcing of
finance, HR and procurement services to Accenture. We
delivered efficiencies in process and value by selecting
an experienced team that understood both the key issues
and the market position on such issues, such as liabilities,
indemnities, data and intellectual property. The team
expedited the contracting process to enable the client
to realise ROI as early as possible.

Our legal support included the following specific activities:
• Advice on the key terms and optimum contractual structure
• Support on evaluating the supplier responses to key
terms and developing a negotiation plan
• Drafting and document management support for the
contract documentation
• Running concurrent negotiations for the final two bidders
to ensure optimal contractual and commercial positions
• Support on finalising the outsourcing agreement with
the down-selected vendor.
Our work on this transaction was shortlisted for “BPO
Contract of the Year” at the GSA Global Sourcing Awards.

Major multinational oil and gas company
Advising a major multinational oil and gas company
on the procurement of global end-user computing and
support services, including managing a multi-vendor
procurement process, as part of a complex multi-tower
project. This project involved complex service integration
and management issues, and enabled the client to realise
significant savings as well as achieving increased flexibility
and innovation in IT services.

Juan Crosby

Jonathan Nugent

Timothy Farr

M: 07718 979 744
E: juan.crosby@pwc.com

M: 07595 849 912
E: jonathan.nugent@pwc.com

M: 07471 215 835
E: tfarr@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Juan has over 20 years’ experience
advising on major technology and
business process outsourcing projects
and sourcing strategies, and has led
numerous long term, high-value multivendor sourcing arrangements. He is
recognised as an expert in the field and
has been the recipient of a number of
industry awards and nominations.

Jonathan specialises in commercial
contracts and legal issues relating to
information technology and outsourcing.
He has over 20 years’ experience advising
on complex outsourcing and IT agreements
including system integration, software
development, SaaS and maintenance
and services agreements, acting both
for customers and suppliers.

Tim specialises in procurement,
commercial contracts and strategic
public private partnerships, including
ICT outsourcing contracts.

Partner
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Partnerships
We advise on all aspects of partnership law and our lawyers include specialists who routinely advise clients on limited
partnerships, limited liability partnerships and general partnerships. Our senior solicitors work closely with other non-legal
specialists to provide fulsome advice to clients when considering their partnership structuring options.
We advise clients to ensure that operational structures and decision-making functions are effective and that partners
in a business have a clear expression and understanding of their rights and responsibilities. We advise on:
• The establishment of partnerships, joint ventures, family investment companies and funds
• Amendment of existing ventures, including via new partners, capital raising or exits
• Operational compliance, including compliance to help confirm tax residency status
• Establishing committees and terms of reference for better internal and external governance and regulatory compliance
• Supporting succession and tax planning with the passing on of ownership
• Extracting value, protecting investments and de-risking or ring-fencing liabilities.
Our clients include high-net-worth individuals, listed and unlisted multinational organisations, quasi-government
organisations in various sectors including healthcare, technology, retail, financial services, media and pharmaceuticals.
We also provide the partnership legal services to local SMEs and start-up fast growing companies.

CASE STUDIES
NHS Trust
We advised an NHS Trust on a new LLP structure and the transfer of certain assets to the new structure. Our support
concerned formation of the LLP, the LLP agreement and the issues that arose on the transfer of the assets that they proposed
to transfer. The new structure created a vehicle through which the Trust could expand, develop and grow its research and
innovation capacity on a commercial footing.

Hertfordshire County Council
We advised Hertfordshire County Council on the procurement of a joint venture partner to develop its surplus land
assets. We advised on the initial corporate structuring and advised on the proposal to set up the joint venture as a limited
liability partnership. We developed and partnership agreement and all related documentation. We have advised on similar
partnership arrangements for Brentwood Borough Council, West Sussex County Council, Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
and the London Borough of Merton. The potential value of each of these partnership procurements exceed £100m.

Derbyshire County Council
We advised Derbyshire County Council pension fund and other pensions funds on the terms of investments set up using a
limited partnership structure. Our advice typically involves undertaking detailed due diligence exercises and advising on the
terms of the investment documentation in the limited partnership context.

Thomas Colmer

Peter Collins

M: 07843 333 957
E: thomas.colmer@pwc.com

M: 07957 471 403
E: pcollins@sharpepritchard

Thomas has over 20 years of experience advising on corporate
transactional work. He has unique experience of working in large
and mid-market law firms; in-house as GC & Head of M&A leading a
multi-disciplinary team for a PE-backed global software vendor; and
within PwC’s multi-disciplinary practice. Thomas is recommended
in Legal500: “Thomas Colmer gives very practical advice – he’s
transparent, responsive and has great attention to detail”.

Peter advises public and private sector clients on corporate
finance, company law and partnership matters, specialising
in particular in the creation of delivery structures such as joint
ventures. Peter also advises regularly on investments established
using partnership structures.

Director
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Pensions
Our pensions team is made up of experienced lawyers with specialist knowledge in pensions law including:
• Corporate restructuring
• Litigation
• Public sector pensions
We advise on:
• Private-sector defined benefit and defined contribution arrangements
• Public-sector pension schemes
• International aspects of pensions law
Our wide experience and deep technical knowledge allows us to communicate complex legal issues in a user-friendly
manner. We act for a wide range of clients including NHS trusts, banks and authorities.

CASE STUDIES
NHS Trust
We deliver pensions administration and onboarding services to NHS trusts across the country in respect of doctors employed
on temporary contracts who are eligible for the NHS Pension Scheme.
We provide legal advice in relation to the contractual and statutory automatic enrolment rights for such employees under
the NHS Pension Scheme Regulations. This includes advice on the legal aspects of managing large volumes of opt outs in
a way which complies with pensions legislation and the Pensions Regulator’s anti-inducement rules. In addition, we have
since assisted with preparing literature and communications to NHS trusts in respect of all aspects of temporary employees’
membership of the scheme.

City councils
We provided advice to a city council in relation to the employees of its adult education service and whether those employees
were eligible for the Teachers’ Pension Scheme and/or the Local Government Pension Scheme.
We delivered a comprehensive comparison of the eligibility requirements of each scheme and provided additional advice in
relation to the possibility of discrimination claims if an employee was found to have been enrolled into the incorrect scheme.

Police authority on re-engagement of retired police officers
We provided advice to a police constabulary on a project in which they were re-engaging police officers that had previously
retired from the service. We worked closely with our actuarial colleagues specialising in public sector work and with the
employment legal team to produce a detailed report identifying the different options and obligations that applied to such
employees and addressed the impact re-engagement would have on those officers’ benefits in the Police Pension Scheme.

Oliver Reece

Fraser Sparks

Liz Ramsaran

Lindsay O’Farrell

M: 07920 847 211
E: oliver.reece@pwc.com

M: 07968 964 440
E: fraser.sparks@pwc.com

M: 07801 765 175
E: lindsay.ofarrell@pwc.com

Oliver heads up the pensions
legal team. Previously with
the Pensions Regulator, he
is experienced in all areas of
pensions law and regulation.

Fraser has over 20 years’
experience of advising
corporates and trustees on
all aspects of pensions law
including advising clients
on the pensions aspects of
public sector outsourcing, the
application of the New Fair Deal.

M: 07483 399 693
E: elizabeth.ramsaran@
pwc.com

Partner

Director
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Senior Solicitor

Liz has particular experience
advising employers on legal
and governance matters
relating LGPS pension funds.

Senior Solicitor

Lindsay has over 20 years’
experience advising on all
aspects of pension law and
practice including numerous
NHS Trusts on the NHS
Pension Scheme.
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Planning
We have specialists with vast experience in town and country planning work in and for the public sector, including largescale s106 agreements, highways agreements and major public inquiries and appeals. We have expertise in a wide range
of developments projects and schemes including commercial developments, regeneration projects, leisure and sports
facilities and industrial buildings. We have also frequently advised on compulsory purchase orders and on tactics and
the legal issues which can arise from the exercise of CPO powers such as blight and hope value.
The Legal 500 calls our planning team a “commercially astute team of leading lawyers”.
We advise planning authorities on all aspects of planning law, including general advice and section 106 agreement work. We
act for planning authorities and other clients in relation to planning enforcement and planning appeal work, including frequently
obtaining high court injunctions for the prevention of unauthorised development. See the litigation section for more details.
We have a dedicated compulsory purchase team which acts for the promoters of highway, redevelopment and empty homes
cases. Recent work includes promoting major highway schemes for Herefordshire Council and Stoke on Trent City Council.
We also have significant experience in advising on planning for infrastructure, including nationally significant infrastructure
projects, harbours, railways and road schemes. Clients include the Department for Transport (see the public law section
below) and the National Trust.

CASE STUDIES
London local authority
estate regeneration
The planning team is instructed by a
London local authority in respect of
the largest full planning application
submitted in the UK. The team
provides support on all planning
aspects of the scheme, including
on affordable housing, substantive
highway and transportation
improvements, securing parks
and open spaces, meeting energy
requirements and on CIL. The
scheme which is referable to the
GLA is of crucial importance for the
Council and brings forward much
needed improvements to the largest
estate within the borough.

Planning authorities

Planning for infrastructure

We advise a number of planning
authorities on all aspects of planning
law, including general advice
and section 106 agreement work.
Contracts are in place with two major
London Borough Councils for the
carrying out of most of their planning
law work. This includes negotiating
complex planning agreements,
advising at planning committee and
ad hoc advice and training. We have
acted for Lambeth Council on all its
major planning applications in recent
years, including regeneration at
Vauxhall, the Clapham Park housing
estate redevelopment and the Oval
cricket ground.

We also have significant experience
in advising on planning for
infrastructure, including nationally
significant infrastructure projects,
harbours, railways and road schemes.
Clients include the Department for
Transport (see the public law section
below) and the National Trust. We
are advising Suffolk County Council
in relation to the Sizewell C nuclear
power station development, and we
advised a major interested party on
the Wylfa Newydd nuclear power
station development consent order.

Paul Wootton

Paul Hunt

Bernadette Hillman

Rachel Lee

M: 07740 918 241
E: paul.wootton@
howespercival.com

M: 07734 327 822
E: paul.hunt@
howespercival.com

M: 07979 150 833
E: bhillman@
sharpepritchard.com

M: 07789 412 394
E: rlee@sharpepritchard.com

Paul is recognised by the
Legal 500 as a leading
individual who is “an
outstanding lawyer in his
field – approachable and
well respected”.

Paul has over 30 years of
both contentious and noncontentious planning work in
the public and private sectors.

Bernadette is the Honorary
Solicitor and Secretary to the
RTPI and voted a “Woman of
Influence” in Planner Magazine
for 2017, 2018 and 2020.
She sits on the Law Society’s
Planning and Environmental
Law Committee.

Partner

Partner
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Partner

Senior Solicitor

Rachel is an expert in
advising on all aspects of
planning permission for
development projects,
including large mixed-use
urban regeneration schemes.
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Projects/PFI/PPP
We have worked at the heart of the PPP programme since the mid-1990s and acted on complex, high-profile and innovative
UK projects. Recognised for our commercial and pragmatic approach, we are sought after to help deliver complex projects
or run commercial assurance on them. Our approach is aimed at prioritising deliverability. We have expertise in projects
across all key sectors, including rail, road, waste, energy, water, digital infrastructure/IT and social infrastructure.
Our team is highly and we have substantial experience of providing end to end project advice and support from
outline business case/strategy advice through to managing project close. Our services and expertise includes advice
on governance and project strategy, drafting bespoke or amended documents and the procurement suite, advice on
security packages and risk analysis, integration with other advisors and commercial assurance.
We advise on the delivery and management of whole PPP programmes, and specialists within our team’s are advising
on programmes including the MoJ on the procurement, delivery and implementation of their Technology Transformation
Programme.
We have vast experience in town and country planning work for the public sector, including large-scale s106 agreements
and highways agreements. We provide legal services to central Government, NDPOs, delivery bodies and other public sector
bodies across the UK. We also have advised extensively on complex delivery structures, including the creation of delivery
bodies and their development, regulatory regime, associated governance and their relationship with central Government.

CASE STUDIES
Thames Tideway Tunnel

We acted for Thames Water Utilities Ltd from 2012 to 2017
on all aspects of this £4.2bn project, from procurement of
early enabling works contracts, drafting the main tunnelling
contracts to the strategy and delivery of the infrastructure
provider. Their work included advising on commercial
strategy, complex drafting, advice on governance, on
procurement and regulatory law, compliance, assurance.

Houses of Parliament

Heating, renewables, waste and energy –
Defra

We advise local authorities on district heating schemes,
including an innovative retrofit project. We have advised on
over 18 waste & energy PFI/PPP projects. Our work includes
advising Defra (WIDP) on the model form contract and
guidance for waste projects in the UK.

Water and regulated sector

Transport

We are advising on the new direct procurement for
customers (DPfC) model and guidance to apply to all new
water infrastructure with a totex of £100m+ (PPP equivalent
in water sector). We also advise Portsmouth Water on
procurement and construction of a new reservoir and
bulk supply agreement.

Roseanne Serrelli

Nicola Sumner

M: 07584 706 579
E: rserrelli@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07584 706 584
E: nsumner@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Roseanne is a highly experienced projects, infrastructure and
procurement lawyer who has worked on some of the UK’s most
innovative and complex projects for the public and regulated
sector. She is a leading expert on the deployment and use of
the NEC suite of contracts as well as advising on alliancing,
collaboration and strategic partnerships.

Nicola has over 20 years’ experience of advising on complex
procurements, infrastructure projects, PPP and PFI projects
and commercial contracts for public sector contracting bodies,
regulated utilities and regulators. Nicola has experience in both
PCR and UCR procurements and her core experience is advising
in the rail, road, water, waste and energy sectors.

We are advising the Houses of Parliament on the
restoration and renewal programme for the Palace
of Westminster and the northern estates programme.

We are providing procurement advice and commercial
assurance for significant UK rail-related projects for which
DfT is sponsor. This includes advising on commercial
assurance for Network Rail capital and operational projects,
the commercial and procurement strategy for Lower Thames
Crossing, and the delivery of a hydrogen bus project.

Partner
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Public Law
We bring market leading experience in the field of public law. We have advised a wide variety of public bodies on a range
of constitutional issues, including:
• Drafting
• Interpretation
• Advice on disputes with two of our partners being Roll A Parliamentary Agents.
We have significant experience in advising on powers relating to decision-making including steps needing to be taken
to minimise the risk of challenges by way of judicial review. This includes advice on consultation and equality impact
assessments. We also have long experience of acting in connection with election petitions and advising on the conduct
of elections.
We also have a thriving judicial review practice (see the litigation section) and it has long term exclusive contracts with
local authority clients which require many of its practitioners to advise on general public law issues.

CASE STUDIES
Department for Transport
Advising the Department for Transport in relation to secondary legislation at the decision-making stage. Includes advice
on development consent orders for nationally significant infrastructure projects and transport and works orders for other
schemes. Advice has included detailed legislative drafting, vires, human rights, equalities, Parliamentary procedure, Crown
rights and statutory and Government policy interpretation.

Police and Crime Commissioner
We advised a Police and Crime Commissioner who wanted to perform the fire and rescue functions in their area on (i) the
consultation requirements of the relevant legislation, (ii) whether the PCC’s proposals satisfied those requirements and (iii)
the steps needed under the legislation to prepare. The PCC was able to place itself in a good position with a well thought
out plan to perform fire and rescue functions and launch a robust consultation exercise which complied with the legislation.

New Covent Garden Market Authority
Acting for the Covent Garden Market Authority under the GLAS framework in relation to a number of public law matters,
including detailed and practical advice on a significant consultation, State Aid, constitutional issues, vires and delegation
of powers, board secretarial work and advice on financial powers.

Alastair Lewis

Emyr Thomas

M: 07771 515 961
E: alewis@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07584 706 583
E: ethomas@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Alastair has over 25 years’ experience in working for national and
local public bodies. His work has included drafting and promoting
primary and secondary legislation for local authorities and other
bodies including major banks and charities and providing general
advice on vires, delegation of powers, equalities, human rights
and statutory interpretation. Alastair is a Parliamentary Agent,
meaning he has authority to promote certain types of legislation
in Parliament.

Emyr is recognised as a leading public law solicitor. He has over
15 years’ experience of advising on high-profile public law matters,
including the validity of consultation, the lawful exercise of powers,
the public sector equalities duty, and the drafting and interpretation
of constitutions. He has also drafted primary and secondary
legislation, is acknowledged as expert in electoral law, and has
extensive experience of nationally significant infrastructure projects
and regularly advises on all aspects of the development consent
order regime.

Partner
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Public Procurement Law
Our public procurement practice covers all aspects of domestic and EU public procurement law and has advised on some
of the largest, most high profile and complex Government projects. We have extensive experience acting for UK central
Government departments, NDPBs, ALBs, UK utilities, local authorities, regulators and judiciary on major public procurement
exercises.
Our procurement expertise spans the full range of public procurement work, including advising on procurement strategy and
the procurement tendering process for the award of public contracts, advising on procurement issues arising from varying
public contracts post award, setting up public sector controlled companies and bringing (or defending against) procurement
challenges and advising on ways to minimise risk of challenges.
We have advised on a number of high-profile facilities management contracts including establishing a joint, one-estate
approach to property management for The London Boroughs of Westminster, Kensington and Chelsea and Hammersmith
and Fulham. We have also advised a number of local authorities on repairs and maintenance contracts.
We also provide support on the procurement and implementation of software and have advised on the purchase and
implementation of case management systems for clients including Wakefield Council and Notting Hill Genesis Housing
Association.

CASE STUDIES
Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme
We advised the Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme (Bedfordshire Police, Cambridgeshire Constabulary,
Hertfordshire Constabulary, Essex Police, Kent Police, Norfolk Constabulary and Suffolk Constabulary) on their first-generation
outsourcing for a Higher Education Institute partner to collaboratively deliver the Police Education Qualifications Framework
(PEQF). This is a ground-breaking procurement for the implementation of a new national policy that makes significant
changes to the way that police constables are recruited and trained.

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
We advised the client in Ocean Outdoor UK Limited v LB of Hammersmith and Fulham [2019] EWCA Civ 1642 in the Court
of Appeal and below successfully defending a procurement challenge. This was the first case to consider the Concession
Contracts Regulations 2016 in detail.

Portsmouth Water and Thames Water
We are advising on all procurement, construction and commercial aspects of the Havant Thicket Reservoir project under
the Utilities Contracts Regulations. This is the first new reservoir to be built in the South East since the 1970s and is being
developed in collaboration with Southern Water.
We are retained by Thames Water to advise on the procurement and delivery Thames Tideway Tunnel project, the largest
infrastructure project ever undertaken by the UK water industry.

Julia Rudin

Timothy Farr

M: 07584 706 569
E: jrudin@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07471 215 835
E: tfarr@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Julia specialises in public procurement law and has over 27 years’
experience advising public sector clients on the procurement of
complex and high value projects. She has significant experience of
advising on IT, outsourcing and shared services projects and is a
member of the Procurement Lawyers’ Association.

Tim specialises in procurement, commercial contracts and strategic
public private partnerships. Tim’s clients include central Government
departments, local authorities, registered housing providers and
voluntary bodies, private and corporate companies. Tim also
provides advice on ICT outsourcing contracts.

Managing Partner
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Real Estate and Real Estate Finance
We advise on the full spectrum of real estate transaction services across all asset classes, and undertake significant work
for the public sector. Work includes development agreements for public buildings, commercial leases of shops and offices,
and major regeneration projects. Our specialists have experience in advising on and negotiating lease renewals and dealing
with litigation over commercial property and have advised public bodies on the disposal of buildings and major assets and
have experience of drafting provisions to ensure that the needs and agendas of our public body clients are fulfilled. We have
advised on competitive procurements, including competitive dialogues to secure the appointment of development partners,
undertaken land assembly for large-scale redevelopments and advised on the exercise of compulsory purchase powers.
We advise borrower entities on new financing arrangements, re-financing, sales and lease-backs, and bank consent
requirements in connection with reorganisations and restructurings. We advise on both external and intra-group financing
issues and specialise in real estate finance transactions in both the private sector and public sector for both commercial
and residential property.
We adopt a commercial approach, providing practical, commercial recommendations to manage transaction risk,
supported by deep technical expertise.

CASE STUDIES
Regeneration

Historic England

We advised on a competitive
dialogue procurement for a joint
venture partner for Southend-onSea Borough Council. This was the
Council’s most significant and largest
ever regeneration project to deliver
the regeneration of the Queensway
estate in the Town centre. The
project has an anticipated capital
spend of £500 million, will involve
major highways works, the demolition
and rebuilding of four tower blocks,
community and civic spaces and
the re-housing of large numbers
of existing tenants.

We advised Historic England on the
suite of property documents relating
to the significant restoration of the
Shrewsbury Flax Mill, a historical site
comprising eight Grade I and Grade
II listed buildings, including the first
iron framed building in the world.
Our work includes the drafting of an
agreement for lease, lease for a main
visitor’s centre, an associated café
licence, tour licence, a function space
licence and forms of hiring agreement
for third party and public events and
functions. The various agreements
are non-standard and are tailored
to reflect the historic nature of
each specific building.

Central Government
Department
We acted for a central Government
department in taking a lease
and subsequently acquiring the
freehold of new office premises in
central London at a purchase price
in excess of £90m. This included
the production of a full title report,
negotiating and agreeing the sale
contract, and securing approvals
for significant tenant fit-out works.

Michaela Henson

Jo Pickering

Gemma Duncan

Amit Unadkat

M: 07814 762 577
E: michaela.henderson@
howespercival.com

M: 07584 706 590
E: jpickering@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07584 706 589
E: gduncan@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07930 366 133
E: amit.unadkat@pwc.com

Michaela has over
20 years’ experience
in property development
and occupational property,
advising on real estate
strategy and day-to-day
issues.

Jo has over 20 years’
experience specialising in
large scale and complex
regeneration and development
projects, focusing on providing
strategic advice.

Gemma works with a range
of public sector clients on their
commercial property portfolios
and has extensive experience
of all aspects of real estate
transactions such as freehold
and leasehold acquisitions
and disposals.

Partner

Partner
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Amit is a recommended
practitioner in the UK’s Legal
500 index, and is recognised
as a ‘Rising Star’ in Thomson
Reuters’ Super Lawyers.
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Restructuring and Insolvency
Restructuring

We have a worldwide team of specialist and dedicated international structuring lawyers combining a high-quality service
with local knowledge and expertise. We can offer an integrated approach alongside Tax, Consulting, Accounts, Treasury and
HR team’s results in a streamlined, efficient and cost effective service providing consistent and harmonised advice using the
same language, methodology and processes and have the unique capability to work alongside global company secretarial
compliance and governance experts worldwide.

Insolvency

Our specialists understand that public sector bodies are, in many insolvencies or potential insolvencies, the largest stakeholder in respect tax debts, fines, rates or other liabilities and are therefore able to provide quick and commercial advice
as to: the options available to those bodies for enforcing and recovering those debts; taking appropriate recovery action
to maximise the prospect of recovering those debts; ensuring that their interests are adequately protected once a debtor
(whether personal or corporate) becomes subject to formal insolvency procedures; advising on the impact of insolvency
or threatened insolvency on public sector bodies. We are always mindful of the reputational risks our clients could be
exposed to and act appropriately to balance all the factors to ensure the optimum and proportional result.

CASE STUDIES
HMRC

Recovery of assets

Advising and acting for HMRC on the leading case
of Rochdale Drinks re the appointment of provisional
liquidators.

Advising on the investigation and recovery of assets
including overseas properties and cryptocurrency assets.

Insolvency service

Complex security structure

Advising and acting for the Insolvency Service on
the investigation into, and the subsequent proceedings
relating to, the failure of BHS and connected companies.

Advising on the complex security structure, and preinsolvency transactions, relating to finance facilities to car
showrooms including various non-standard loan facilities
to third parties.

Estate agency

1980s band

Acting for a national estate agency chain on the purchase
of a business in an insolvency procedure.

Advising on the sale of the global income rights of a
successful band.

Morris Peacock

Carl Mifflin

William Shirley

M: 07717 507117
E: morris.peacock@howespercival.com

M: 07824 485512
E: carl.mifflin@howespercival.com

M: 07717 507105
E: william.shirley@howespercival.com

Morris has acted for the Insolvency
Service for over 20 years and been the
client partner since 2008 overseeing
disqualification, investigation and public
interest winding up work. Morris is an
Advisory Editor to Mithani: Directors
Disqualification, a member of the
R3 Eastern Region Committee and
leads a team described by Chambers
as “incredibly effective in directors’
disqualification matters”.

Carl specialises in all aspects of corporate
and personal insolvency, in particular
advising businesses and business owners
on their duties, options and responsibilities
when facing financial difficulties and
acting for Insolvency Practitioners on
insolvency appointments, business sales,
investigations and asset recovery.

William has over 15 years’ experience
in acting for Government Departments,
including the Insolvency Service, the
Official Receivers Office and HMRC.
William has acted for the Insolvency
Service in particular in high-profile
and complex directors’ disqualification
proceedings and also in relation to
winding up companies that are trading
contrary to the public interest.

Partner
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Tax
Our Tax Disputes lawyers are integrated into our tax business. This enables the team to offer clients a fully integrated
tax disputes offering, covering all stages of the dispute from initial enquiry and investigation to final resolution either by
agreement or through the courts. Litigation is not a separate stage in the resolution process – It is part of that process. The
ability of the team to bring its skills to bear without necessarily shutting the door to discussions with HMRC is something that
is particularly appreciated by clients. Clients come to us as we can also offer the tax technical depth of knowledge and the
ability to flex dispute resolutions styles; including recourse to other settlement mechanisms such as ADR or Treaty resolution
as well as our recognised expertise in tax litigation.
We find innovative ways of seeking resolutions and have saved billions of pounds for clients where previous advisors failed
entirely to reach a resolution.
We have a breadth of experience in exploring all possible routes to resolution with tax authorities whilst our experience
in litigation means that our client’s position is protected at all times should a settlement not be realised. We have a broader
portfolio of actual litigation than any other legal services provider, ranging from the Administrative Court and Tax Tribunals
to High Court restitutionary claims, including the Stamp Taxes GLO. Our litigation experience includes establishing new legal
principles, including novel challenges to legislation both administrative and substantial and defending bespoke positions
adopted by complex taxpayers. Our broad mix of expertise makes us uniquely placed to offer clients expert advice. Our
lawyers’ backgrounds include HMRC Solicitor’s Office and HM Customs and Excise.

SERVICES

CASE STUDY

We provide a wide range of services to our clients,
including:
• Direct and indirect tax disputes before the UK Tax
Tribunals, the UK courts and the European Courts
(e.g. Corporation Tax, Capital Gains Tax, VAT,
Environmental Taxes, NIC)
• Dispute strategy planning, settlement negotiation
and alternative dispute resolution
• HRCP settlement negotiations, including enquiry
management such as limitation of issues, tax authority
information gathering and international issues
• Coordinating challenges to tax authority decisions
across a range of jurisdictions simultaneously to protect
our client’s position to the fullest possible extent
• Coordinating investigations and enquiries involving
a number of tax authorities.

Large multi-national
We assisted a large multinational with complex tax
audit involving the transfer of intellectual property.
Cross-border information requests and dealing with
Revenue authorities in different jurisdictions. This
included navigating HMRC’s complex governance
procedures. The outcome of this was the resolution
of the dispute, the ability to restructure and the
development of a successful relationship with HMRC.

David Anderson

Stuart Maggs

Mark Whitehouse

M: 07715 211529
E: david.s.anderson@pwc.com

M: 07810 750 357
E: stuart.maggs@howespervical.com

M: 07715 705102
E: m.whitehouse@pwc.com

David is one of the UK’s leading
specialists in contentious tax (ranked
Band 3 in Chambers). David leads the
indirect tax specialism within the PwC
Tax Disputes legal team. He has over
20 years’ experience of advice and
litigation in all the indirect taxes; including
VAT, customs duty, excise duties,
hydrocarbon oils, landfill tax, climate
change levy and aggregates levy.

Stuart deals with landed estates, high
net worth individuals and business owners,
devising planning arrangements that meet
their needs.

Mark is one of the UK’s leading specialists
in contentious tax (ranked Band 2 Global
Leader in Chambers). He is head of the
PwC Tax Disputes legal team and has
over 24 years’ experience. Mark is a
corporate tax specialist and has been
involved in some of the most significant
tax cases over the last decade.

Partner
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Child Law
Our specialists never lose sight of the fact that the welfare of the child is the paramount concern in all disputes affecting
children. Early intervention in the form of clear advice can be crucial in preventing issues from escalating. Our consortium
has experience in all Child Law proceedings including emergency applications. We focus on:
• Resolving conflict
• Supporting alternative forms of dispute resolution
• Managing cases cost effectively, conducting our own advocacy where appropriate

CASE STUDIES
Adoption proceedings
Our lawyers advice many individuals about adoption proceedings. We have guided step-parents and those seeking overseas
adoption upon the legal framework and its application to their status. We also assist in completion of application forms and
considering reports, and representation at court where required. Ultimately this achieved stability and security for the child
during its minority; full integration into the family of the adoptive parent.

Amy Walpole

Justine Flack

M: 07467 143293
E: amy.walpole@howespercival.com

M: 07766 950752
E: justine.flack@howespercival.com

Amy has expertise in all areas of Child Law, representing parents
and family members on issues such as adoption, care proceedings,
residence and contact, and has significant experience of making
emergency applications to court.

Justine has expertise in all areas of Child Law including advising
on financial matters and past experience representing parents,
grandparents and Guardians in care proceedings. She has dealt
with residence, contact and recovery of children, sometimes on
an emergency basis.

Partner
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Education
We have a dedicated unit focusing on advising the education sector on:
• Procurement
• Governance
• Strategy
• Infrastructure projects
This work spans major development and construction and other smaller contract and property instructions and our
specialists therefore have experience of both the national issues and suites of documentation as well as wider issues within
the public sector.
Many members of our team have previously held senior legal positions within local Government. As a result, our specialists
are highly regarded for our understanding of the budgetary and operational issues faced by the education sector.
We are appointed to the DfE’s commercial law framework and have worked extensively with The DfE and the Education
and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) on a number of major projects.

CASE STUDIES
DfE teacher recruitment, training and retention
We advised on three related procurements concerning teacher recruitment, training and retention. These projects are central
to implementation of the key Government education policies and our work includes advice on how best to utilise structure
the procurement to achieve that. During the course of these projects we have provided advice for ministers and used the
Government Legal Department legal risk assessment tools.

Apprenticeship training providers
We were engaged by ESFA for the procurement for apprenticeship training providers (approximately 700 providers; overall
annual value of £700m). This politically sensitive programme was a key part of the Government’s approach to meeting its
statutory target of 5 million new apprenticeships by March 2020. The Secretary of State decided to re-run the competition
as the initial outcome did not meet policy objectives and took a close interest in progress, requiring numerous submissions
necessitating our legal input. This was a fast-moving and fluid programme where the clients did not have a detailed
implementation plan. We developed close working relationships with GLD lawyers, both commercial and advisory, to
ensure we provided consistent and joined-up advice, informed by the relevant policy and statutory framework.

COVID-19
We have worked with the DfE and the ESFA to consider the implications of COVID-19 on a number of services, and have
provided advice on the application of PPN 01/20 and PPN 02/20 in securing urgent contractual arrangements. Examples
include in the voluntary sector for services to “missing” children and provision of traineeships for school leavers.

Daniel Banton

Catherine Newman

Timothy Farr

M: 07760 177347
E: daniel.banton@howespercival.com

M: 07584 706576
E: cnewman@sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07471 215 835
E: tfarr@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Dan has advised on the successful
conversion of over 300 academies, all
with a particular specialism in acting for
large multi-academy trusts.

Catherine has particular expertise in
the education field and with social care
services, having worked in this area over
many years, acting for local authorities,
governing bodies and central Government.
Catherine’s positive and focused approach
is welcomed by her clients.

Tim specialises in procurement,
commercial contracts and strategic
public private partnerships, including
ICT outsourcing contracts.

Partner
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Energy and Natural Resources
We have broad experience of the energy and natural resources sector, both in the UK and globally. We are currently working
with clients in the public and private sectors on a range of challenges arising as a result of the pandemic, and on the legal
and risk aspects of the energy transition as it affects both sectors. Our team has in-depth expertise of the oil and gas
industry, as well as detailed knowledge of renewables, encompassing wind, solar, biomass, biofuels and other alternative
energy sources. Our work extends to:
• Electricity generation and supply
• Energy management
• Carbon trading
We advise on new projects, project financing and development, joint ventures, acquisition and disposal of assets and
companies owning them, regulation, dispute resolution and insurance issues across the energy and natural resources sector,
applying our legal knowledge and industry background to offer practical, clear and focused solutions. Our advice reflects
current issues and developments, such as the digital transformation of the industry and the need for a multi-disciplinary
approach to identifying and managing risks associated with it and the complex contractual matrix within which it will be
implemented in the industry.

CASE STUDIES
OFTO regime

Nuclear energy

We represented a generator developing a new model
for OFTO build, including working with Ofgem and other
major stakeholders to consider key issues and construction
issues in respect of the OFTO build model. We also
advised a purchaser of an offshore transmission asset.
This included diligence and transfer of over 30 multimillion-pound construction and operation and maintenance
contracts and 12 crossing and third-party agreements in
respect of the protection of assets. We also considered
licence and legislative issues, developed and drafted
a bespoke construction risk agreement in a complex
regulatory environment, flagged core risks arising and
drafted warranties in the sale and purchase agreement.

We represented a sponsor of a nuclear generation project.
This included conducting a comprehensive review and
analysis of the form of available Government subsidy (the
contract for difference (both generic and nuclear specific))
and supporting materials to help with negotiations with
public sector. We also advised on issues arising from
electricity industry documentation (i.e. Grid Code and
Connection and Use of System Code).

Greek Government
Advising the Hellenic Republic Asset Development
Fund S.A. on the privatisation of Natural gas transmission
company (DESFA) and the privatisation of natural gas
distribution company (DEPA).

Diana France

Adam Topping

Keith Bottomley

T: 020 7264 8103
E: diana.france@hfw.com

T: 020 7264 8087
E: adam.topping@hfw.com

M: 07718 981102
E: keith.a.bottomley@pwc.com

Diana has 30 years’ experience of complex
international projects, focusing on the
energy industry. She has advised on oil
and gas worldwide, as well as electricity
infrastructure and supply, combined heat
and power and waste to energy projects.
Diana is named Expert in the Energy
section of Euromoney’s The World’s
Leading Lawyers Chosen by Their Peers
2020 (and earlier editions) and Women in
Business Law 2020 (and earlier editions).

Adam advises the energy sector on a
variety of regulatory and transactional
matters, including on commodities. He
advises on UK and EU financial services
rules, commodity market rules, licensing
and related compliance issues, and crossborder regulatory reform under MIFID II,
EMIR, REMIT and MAR.

Keith has over 15 years’ experience
advising clients on global M&A
transactions and restructuring projects
in the Energy sector both on the UKCS
and in the CIS (predominantly Russia,
Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan).

Partner
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Food, Rural Affairs and Environment
We are able to advise on legal issues arising out of the food and rural affairs sectors and have extensive experience
in advising on environmental matters and in particular waste management, sewage/waste water and energy matters.
We also advise on numerous aspects of land use and undertake enforcement cases including those involving pollution.
Parliamentary and planning teams within our consortium also handle consenting processes including Hybrid Bills,
development consent orders, special Parliamentary procedures and land tribunals. We also advise on a range of
infrastructure and regulatory matters including:
• Waste on land
• Contamination
• Clean-up

• Power generation and off take
• Disposal of wastes
• Construction and decommissioning of environmental facilities

The team has advised on a large number of waste management projects of all types including waste recycling, collection,
treatment and disposal contracts and have advised on finance structures and shared solutions including the Thames
Tideway Tunnel; a project within Defra’s remit.

CASE STUDIES
Defra Waste Infrastructure Delivery
Programme
Defra and 15 local authorities appointed us to advise on
this major Government programme. It included more than
£3bn capital funding from central Government through a
mix of PFI, PPP and financing through the public works
loans board. We drafted the standard form contract and
guidance (WIDP model form), including complex provisions
for service credits, availability payments, refinancing,
change in law, change control and payment mechanisms.
Treasury approved the model and mandated it for use
nationally.
At the height of the programme we advised 12 authorities
and Defra on procurements, each with live stages of
negotiation or competitive dialogue. We reviewed,
amended and marked up contracts from across the
industry. We had to work at pace to ensure each close
(or subsequent variations/refinancings) met Defra and
Treasury policy requirements.

Thames Tideway Tunnel
We were instructed by Thames Water Utilities Limited
on the £4.2bn Thames Tideway Tunnel. We advised on
the development consent order (DCO) for the project
(as seconded internal resource) and on the main
construction contracts. In obtaining the DCO, we worked
alongside the external solicitors and QCs preparing the
application documents. We then advised on specialist
areas. In addition, we advised on over 30 construction
procurements including the main tunnelling contracts. We
were involved at all stages of the procurement under the
UCR of the main system integrator for the Project, from
the initial OJEU notice to negotiation and award of final
contracts to the successful bidder.
Following successful project close in 2015, the Project’s
MD wrote to express his thanks, including: “I do hope
that you have a chance to pause and look back with
well-earned satisfaction on [your] contribution to the
development of Thames Tideway Tunnel… We could
not have done it without you”.

Catherine Scott

Katharine Danks

Roseanne Serrelli

Nicola Sumner

M: 07717 507106
E: catherine.scott@
howespercival.com

M: 07469 391758
E: katharine.danks@
howespercival.com

M: 07584 706579
E: rserrelli@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07584 706584
E: nsumner@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

Catherine is from an
agricultural background and
has many years of experience
in working with farmers and
landowners. Her work is
mainly property based and
includes transactional and
advisory work.

Katharine is a Fellow of the
Agricultural Law Association
which recognises her detailed
knowledge of agricultural and
rural issues including trusts,
taxation, land law, agricultural
holdings, Town and Country
Planning and the Common
Agricultural Policy.

Roseanne is a highly
experienced projects,
infrastructure and procurement
lawyer who has worked
on some of the UK’s most
innovative and complex
projects for the public
and regulated sector.

Nicola has over 20 years’
experience of advising on
complex procurements,
infrastructure projects,
PPP and PFI projects and
commercial contracts for
public sector contracting
bodies, regulated utilities
and regulators.

Partner

Partner
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Franchising
We have outstanding experience advising a range of clients in relation to franchising both in the UK and internationally.
This advice includes helping clients assess how to approach new markets, establishing the optimal balance of roles and
responsibilities between the franchisor and the franchisee and ensuring the parties have the right infrastructure in place to
support the relationship, as well as advising on the actual drafting and negotiation, operation and termination of these complex
agreements. Where our clients need help establishing the model and ensuring it works efficiently, senior lawyers in our
consortium work alongside colleagues in consultancy, forensics, transaction services (due diligence) and valuations teams.
Franchising relationships are inevitably complex and a variety of expertise is often required
to prepare both the franchisor and the franchisee to operate with the right amount of
collaboration to enhance each other’s reputation. It is essential that the agreement
and other documentation in place between them reflect the blend of responsibilities
needed to make this special kind of relationship work.
Our lawyers are experienced at negotiating franchising agreements and working with
colleagues in other non-legal teams, and have expertise addressing the full range
of issues that arise.

CASE STUDIES
Motorway services operator
Advising a motorway service station operator on a variety of terms for its franchise relationships with national and
international brands including Starbucks, KFC and Pizza Express. We provided assistance from heads of terms stage all
the way through the negotiations of bespoke franchise arrangements and variations to existing arrangements.

Retail telecoms
Providing assistance to retail franchisees who have begun franchise relationships with an international mobile telecoms
company, advising both in relation to the franchise and data protection agreements, as well as the real estate interests
with the franchisor.

Fitness centres
Drafting and negotiating a suite of franchise documents and customer terms for a fitness-specialist franchisor as it begins
a national roll-out of a new chain of gyms across the UK.

Matthew Thompson
Director

M: 07850 894769
E: matthew.thompson@howespercival.com
Matthew is a Director, who advises on a broad range of
corporate matters (including corporate deals of various sizes
and restructurings), commercial matters (including commercial
contracts, standard terms and conditions and franchising), loan
agreements, and refinancing transactions.
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Health and Safety
We have wide experience in health and safety matters, including fire safety and food safety/hygiene. Our specialist lawyers
advise and assist clients with all kinds of issues, both contentious and non-contentious. This includes advising clients in
carrying out investigations and in managing investigations by:
•
•
•
•

Safety authorities
The police
Public authorities
Frequently representing health and safety clients in court, including criminal and coroners’ courts and tribunals

Our consortium includes specialists acclaimed for their strategic thinking and pragmatic approach.
We also advise other health and safety organisations and professionals on law and compliance.

CASE STUDIES
Professional football club
We represented a professional football club prosecuted by a local authority for fire safety offences relating to non-match day
events. The club and its catering provider were prosecuted under section 3 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.
At a late stage, further allegations relating to match-days were introduced. Convictions for the latter would have had profound
implications in relation to fines, the club’s ground safety certificate and its ability to host UEFA tournaments. We convinced
the local authority to accept a plea to a single non-match day offence under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
on a very limited basis. The club was fined a much lower amount than expected, reputational damage was mitigated and the
potential consequences of match-day offences were avoided.

Challenging public body enforcement action
We advised a national health and safety services company in respect of enforcement action taken against it by the Health
& Safety Executive (HSE). We successfully challenged the action through HSE’s formal dispute procedure, demonstrating it
had incorrectly applied the law. This was a matter of the utmost seriousness because, had the client failed in its challenge,
a precedent would have been set and it would have needed to review both its business model and services methodology
for several thousand of its own clients.

Local authorities
We advised Lewes District Council in an ongoing health and safety investigation following a fatal road accident involving a
load from a lorry belonging to a national firm of builders’ merchants. We also advised the London Borough of Croydon in the
food safety and health and safety at work prosecution of a national discount retailer which led to the largest food safety fine
on record at that time.

Alan Millband

Rob Starr

M: 07920 799703
E: alan.millband@howespercival.com

M: 07971 361765
E: robert.starr@howespercival.com

Alan is an leading regulatory and business defence lawyer,
particularly in health safety and environmental matters. He
represents clients who are subject to action by enforcing
authorities.

Rob is a specialist regulatory lawyer who advises companies and
individuals on a wide range of regulatory issues. Rob is a member
of the Health and Safety Lawyers’ Association and a former
prosecutor with the Serious Fraud Office.

Partner
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International Trade, Investment and Regulation
We have experience acting for national Governments and private parties on a broad range of topics within the field of
international trade (including transport), investment and regulation and includes leading practices worldwide in shipping,
logistics, insurance, commodities and aviation. Our specialists advise on investment protection, trade defence measures
(anti-dumping, anti-subsidy and safeguards), Investor State Dispute Settlement, trade sanctions and export controls and
have extensive experience advising on international financial regulation.
We have lawyers with prior experience on advising Governments on a number of aspects of the law of international trade
and understand the particular importance in this area of delivering advice in an efficient manner, and keeping up to date
with political as well as legal developments.
Our consortium includes the 2017 World ECR’s Sanctions and Export Controls
Law Firm of the Year (Europe). We also have a pre-eminent global specialist
transportation practice, which has been at the forefront of legal developments
in this sector for over three decades and advises on transactional issues,
liability and disputes as well as key regulatory concerns.

CASE STUDIES
Asian Government
Advising on investment protection provisions in Free Trade Agreements. We drafted a comprehensive study of issues
surrounding portfolio investments in Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), including a detailed analysis of investment protection
thresholds in FTAs. The client obtained a comprehensive document on a key aspect of the Law of International Trade for the
purpose of ongoing trade negotiations. The study allowed the client to formulate its priorities in trade negotiations.

Craig Neame

Jeremy Kelly

T: 020 7264 8338
E: craig.neame@hfw.com

T: 020 7264 8798
E: jeremy.kelly@hfw.com

Craig is HFW’s Global Head of Shipping and particularly well
known for his expertise in container shipping/multimodal transport
and ports and terminals. Craig handles litigation, transactional
and regulatory projects in these areas. Craig has acted for ship
operators and insurers on many of the biggest container vessel
casualties, terminal incidents and container shipping line collapses.

Jeremy specialises in international trade and competition
law. He has advised national Governments on many aspects
of international trade law; notably trade defence measures (antidumping, anti-subsidy and safeguards) and investment protection.

Partner
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Public Inquiries and Inquests
Our experienced planning solicitors deal with appeals and plan-making by public inquiries. As part of this process, our
lawyers would either lead the cases themselves, undertaking the advocacy required, or provide support while engaging
counsel in more complex cases or inquiries listed for more than three days.
We have extensive experience in leading on and project managing public inquiries, ensuring they comply with all steps
required by the Inspector, including:
• Settling and submission of the statement of case and proofs of evidence
• Ensuring third party witnesses are appropriately briefed
• Securing submission of key documents (including any legal agreements required in connection with the appeal) within
the required timescales

Planning inquiry
We had conduct of three joint appeals against our client council’s decision, involving an urban extension comprising up to
11,000 dwellings. Our lawyers instructed counsel, advised on evidence and negotiated three separate legal agreements.
The inspectors refused planning permission for the two larger schemes but allowed the appeal on the smaller scheme. This
largely confirmed the decision of our client. The section 106 agreement for the scheme supported by the Council secured
financial contributions and other measures to ensure a sustainable development for the 1,000 dwellings.

Inquest on behalf of a national healthcare provider
We represented a national healthcare provider at inquest following the death of a resident in March 2018. This was a complex
inquest where the circumstances leading up to the death of the deceased were unclear with allegations made suggesting
falls and failings by care staff, none of which could be substantiated. Following extensive investigation and through numerous
witnesses (including expert evidence), we were able to demonstrate that the care home had rigorous procedures relating to
anti-coagulant medication, that events alleged client had not occurred and that there were no systemic issues.
We currently represent the same provider in an inquest following the death of a resident who fell from an upper floor
window. The case remains under Police and regulatory investigation. The relevant local authority alleges failings in relation
to compliance with building regulations and deficiencies with window restrictors, which is likely to form a key aspect of
the inquest. Our client challenges the allegations on the basis the council have misunderstood the status of the building,
whether window restriction was ever required and, having not visited the property, are not able to adduce evidence of
non-compliance.

Alan Millband

Rob Starr

Andrew Swaffer

Rachel Lee

M: 07920 799703
E: alan.millband@
howespercival.com

M: 07971 361765
E: robert.starr@
howespercival.com

M: 07825 874782
E: aswaffer@
sharpepritchard.co.uk

M: 07789 412394
E: rlee@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Alan is an leading regulatory
and business defence lawyer,
particularly in health safety
and environmental matters.
He represents clients who
are subject to action by
enforcing authorities.

Rob appears regularly
before the Coroners court in
relation to fatal accidents and
unexplained deaths. He has
particular inquest experience
in the rail, manufacturing
and healthcare sectors and
has developed a recognised
practice in fatal fire incidents.

Andrew specialises in planning
law. He advises planning
authorities and interested
parties on contentious planning
cases, as well as on section
106 and highways agreements.

Partner

Director
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Senior Associate

Rachel is an expert in
advising on all aspects
of planning permission for
development projects. She
has experience in dealing
with large scale planning
public inquiries.
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Public International Law
We have wide experience and capability in assisting states, state-owned groups and Government ministries on public
international law issues such as:
• State immunity
• Treaty law
• Bilateral investment treaties
• Sanctions laws
• State responsibility
• Pollution liabilities of international organisations
• Concession agreements
• Piracy

CASE STUDIES
Middle Eastern state entity
Advising a state entity in the Middle East on rights in relation to a region over which sovereignty was disputed and in respect
of which treaties had been entered into by the two sovereign states. We analysed the treaty and international case law as a
matter of urgency and recommended that, in accordance with the treaty terms, steps could only be taken to resolve a dispute
by reference to the treaty-appointed body. A number of conference calls were held at short notice (including over a public
holiday) and formal advice was delivered clearly and promptly to confirm advice on the telephone. The client has embarked
upon a negotiated agreement to address the issue which arose. Assuming that this is successful, it will avoid geopolitical
repercussions and restore a significant revenue stream to the client.

Tom Walters

Judith Prior

Zohar Zik

Damian Honey

T: 020 7264 8285
E: tom.walters@hfw.com

T: 020 7264 8531
E: judith.prior@hfw.com

T: 020 7264 8309
E: zohar.zik@hfw.com

T: 020 7264 8354
E: damian.honey@hfw.com

Tom has extensive
experience and has advised
on a large number of cases
involving the law of sea
and international maritime
conventions.

Judith specialises in
commodities and international
trade, with a focus on oil, sugar,
biofuels and fisheries. She also
has extensive experience in
oil pollution.

Zohar acts for airlines, tour
operators and aviation insurers
and industry associations. He
regularly advises on international
aviation conventions and
bilateral air service agreements.

Damian advises on
international arbitration,
banking litigation, fraud
and commodities.

Partner

Partner
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Telecommunications
Our clients include leading:
• Public sector bodies
• Communications providers
• New communications technology business
• Financial institutions who seek out our solutions-orientated approach
We advise on a wide range of issues, including sourcing, exploitation and protection
of intellectual property, regulation, disputes financing and investment. Senior
lawyers within our consortium work with non-legal subject matter experts
to provide insight on the cutting edge of communications issues in the
public sector, ranging from a paperless NHS to the impact of Brexit.

CASE STUDIES
Houses of Parliament
We advised on an application made by a telecommunications operator (UK Broadband Limited) to upgrade equipment
located on a Government building in Whitehall. This involved advising on the implications of future occupation of the building
and setting out the rights that the operator had under the new Electronic Communications Code (the “New Code”).

Ministry of Justice
We advised the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) on their procurements for voice, video and integration and WAN/LAN under the
Future IT Sourcing (FITS) Programme. The two contracts were together valued at c. £180m. They saw the implementation
of new digital infrastructure to large numbers of sites in the UK and required the provider to provide a managed service. We
advised on all aspects of the procurements, including collaboration agreements and integration required with other suppliers
in the FITS multi-supplier eco-system.

Cable & Wireless Communications
We advised on the client’s Caribbean Communications Infrastructure Program bid for Government WANs for St. Lucia,
Grenada, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, a data centre in Grenada, and broadband internet services for schools and
community centres for Grenada and Saint Lucia. We advised on the corporate, structuring, commercial, regulatory, financial,
contracting and procurement aspects of the bid.

Thomas Colmer

Gemma Townley

M: 07843 333 957
E: thomas.colmer@pwc.com

M: 07799 900939
E: gtownley@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Thomas has over 20 years of transactions related experience on all
aspects of legal deals, including buy and sell side M&A, carve outs,
legal due diligence, joint ventures, investments and fundraises.
Thomas is recommended in Legal500 where PwC’s Legal M&A
team is top ranked for M&A deals up to £50m.

Gemma is a procurement and technology law expert, who
specialises in public sector IT, telecommunications and business
process outsourcing projects, and advises on information law such
as data protection (GDPR) and freedom of information (FOIA).

Director
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Our Firms

We offer next generation legal services with access
to specialists from across the whole of the PwC legal
network as well as scalable solutions using our PwC
Centres of Excellence delivery centres. Whatever your
commercial project, we’ll have the right people with the
right expertise to solve your business needs. We’re the
largest legal services network by geography with over
3,500 lawyers in 90 countries including immigration
law services in 116 countries.

We are a leading commercial law firm and our clients
range from individuals and families to global businesses
and Government departments. We offer a wide range
of legal expertise and are constantly investing in new
specialisms to ensure that we can offer excellent advice
to our clients across all aspects of their business.
howespercival.com

pwc.co.uk

We specialise in acting for the public sector including
central Government, NHS Trusts, non departmental
Government bodies, local authorities, charities,
housing associations and other not for profit bodies.
We combine expert legal advice with a high level
of client service and have developed an outstanding
reputation for our public law work. We build close
working relationships with our clients and provide
added value at every step.
sharpepritchard.co.uk

We have over 500 lawyers working across the
Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Australia.
We take a progressive approach to our roles in
commercial business – thinking creatively and
pragmatically to support our clients.
Whether we are solving complex issues within
the construction, aviation or shipping industries, or
providing advice across insurance, commodities and
energy we are specialist lawyers here to add value to
our clients. We think about the commercial solution
first, and then underpin our advice with a solid
foundation of legal expertise.
hfw.com
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